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Evidence is presented of rotating azimuthal wave structures in a planar magnetron microdischarge

operating at 150 mTorr in argon. Plasma emission captured using a high frame rate camera reveals

waves of azimuthal modes m¼ 3–5 propagating in the �~E � ~B direction. The dominant stable

mode structure depends on discharge voltage. The negative drift direction is attributed to a local

field reversal arising from strong density gradients that drive excess ions towards the anode. The

transition between modes is shown to be consistent with models of gradient drift-wave dispersion

in the presence of such a field reversal when the fluid representation includes ambipolar diffusion

along the direction parallel to the magnetic field. VC 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4922898]

Applications of low pressure discharge in crossed elec-

tric and magnetic fields date as far back as 1936 when

Penning proposed their use for measuring pressure.1 Since

then, ~E � ~B devices such as magnetron, inverted magnetron,

and Hall discharges have played important roles in many

technologies. Inverted magnetrons have extended the range

of pressure measurements beyond that of the first “Penning”

gauges.2 Planar magnetron discharges operating in direct

current (DC), radio frequency,3 and high power pulsed

modes4 are widely used as sputter deposition sources. Hall

thrusters5,6 have seen increased use in space propulsion and

variants have been used as ion sources for materials

processing.7

Despite the commercial successes of these discharges,

aspects of their operation, such as how electrons are heated8

and migrate across the magnetic field9 are not well under-

stood. Prevailing theories link these processes to plasma fluc-

tuations. At very low pressures (<1 Pa), fluctuations have

been attributed to sheath (“diocatron”) instabilities,10–12

driven unstable by shearing in the azimuthal electron cur-

rent.13 At higher pressure and high densities, as in high power

impulse magnetron sputtering (HiPIMS) sources,14–16 the

instabilities are driven by ionization.8,14 In some cases, the

instabilities in these devices exhibit spatial and temporal co-

herence characteristic of self-organization.17–19 In higher

pressure discharges with lower current densities than in

HiPIMS, such as many DC planar magnetron sources and sta-

tionary plasma thrusters, fluctuations have been attributed to

drift waves20 that are similar to those seen in devices without

externally imposed electric fields, E0 (e.g., Q-machines).21

The drift waves are affected by the electric field-driven drift

velocity, vE, resulting from the imposed magnetic field, B0:

vE¼E0/B0. These drift waves are rendered unstable by gra-

dients in the plasma density or the magnetic field22 and fur-

ther destabilized by the diffusion of plasma along the

magnetic field.23

We have reported strong coherence and self-organization

in a magnetron microdischarge that operates continuously

with a constant applied voltage.24,25 Variations were devel-

oped for use as micro-ion sources26 and micro-Hall thrust-

ers.27 The observed instabilities propagate in the �~E � ~B
direction, in contrast to what has been reported in HiPIMS

sources,14,28,29 suggesting that the mechanisms behind the

instabilities in these two operating regimes are associated with

different physical processes. It was shown recently30 that

coherent structures in HiPIMS reverse direction during a

phase in the pulse cycle when the current falls below a thresh-

old value, further suggesting a change in the governing

physics. The quasi-steady current density in our DC microdi-

scharge appears to be anomalous on average, i.e., cannot be

accounted for by classical electron scattering with the

background gas. We suspect that this is driven by the low-

frequency instabilities underlying the observed self-organiza-

tion.24 As shown below, these instabilities exhibit interesting

mode transitions and dependencies on the applied potential.

Because of the relatively high pressure (�10–20 Pa) and

plasma densities (�1013 cm�3), the plasma is quasi-neutral.

The millimeter scale produces strong plasma and magnetic

field gradients (�1014 cm�4 and 5 T/cm, respectively), so we

interpret our results using models for gradient-driven drift

instabilities originally developed to explain low frequency

waves seen in Hall thrusters.22,31 We extend the model of

Ref. 31 to include transport along the magnetic field, expand-

ing the domain of instability. The model results are in good

agreement with the observed experimental behavior: waves

propagate in the �~E � ~B direction with frequencies between

100 and 500 kHz exhibiting strong dependency on the local

electric field. To obtain this agreement, we must assume a

field reversal within the discharge, which is plausible when

density gradients are strong and diffusion drives more anode-

bound electrons than demanded by the external circuit. Field

reversals are commonly seen in hybrid simulations of Hall

thrusters32,33 and one was recently hypothesized to explain

electron heating and unsteady behavior8 and enhanced ion

back-flow34 in HiPIMS sources.a)Electronic mail: cap@stanford.edu
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A schematic of the experiment appears in Fig. 1. Plasma

forms between a 120 lm graphite cathode and a transparent

indium tin oxide (ITO) anode, providing direct optical

access. The lower right spectrally and temporally integrated

photograph in Fig. 1, taken obliquely from the side, demon-

strates the toroidal structure. A high framing rate camera

captures time-varying axial plasma emission through the

ITO anode, as shown at top right (see also Fig. 2). In this

work, the variable discharge gap is either 2 mm or 2.8 mm,

with 20 Pa (0.15 Torr) argon pressure.

A 17 mm diameter samarium-cobalt (SmCo) permanent

ring magnet with an iron core generates the magnetic field

topology, simulated with a finite element solver35 and shown

overlaid on the 2 mm discharge gap in Fig. 1. The toroidal

field is uniform in the azimuthal direction but varies strongly

(radially in r̂ , and axially in ẑ) between the cathode and an-

ode. The maximum field at the cathode is approximately 1 T,

falling to �0.5 T halfway between the electrodes. This

produces an axial field gradient @B0=@z� 0.5 T/mm, or a char-

acteristic field decay length LB ¼ ð@ ln B0=@zÞ�1 � 0:5 mm.

Gradients along the radial direction are comparable to the axial

gradients, a condition which holds in the presence of a dis-

charge current density J (�103A/m2) since l0JLB=B0 � 1.

At a field of about 1 T, 10 eV argon ions are weakly

magnetized, with a gyroradius of �3 mm—larger than the

electrode spacing. The electrons are strongly magnetized and

confined to tight gyro-orbits near regions of ionization while

diffusing along the field lines between the inner and outer

cusps of the toroid. Electron diffusion along directions paral-

lel to the field is tied to that of the ions (ambipolar diffusion),

establishing a parallel component to the electric field.

Images are obtained through the anode with a high fram-

ing rate camera (Cordin, Model 222C-16UV) consisting of

eight individual intensified charge coupled device (ICCD)

detectors that can be gated relative to each other by approxi-

mately 10 ns (an effective framing rate of �100 MHz). Each

detector can acquire two photographs within as low as 3 ls,

leading to an effective framing rate of �2.7 MHz when

acquiring all 16 frames.

We note that discharge current-voltage (I-V) characteris-

tics are relatively insensitive to the gap length and show only

small fluctuations (�1%) on top of the DC component, de-

spite strong coherent azimuthal fluctuations in the recorded

plasma emission (Fig. 2). This suggests that while the

observed fluctuations may play a role in establishing the con-

ductance of the discharge, they do not seem to affect the

steady state operating condition.

Figure 2 shows sequences of consecutive images of

unfiltered emission from the discharge, operating at 274 V

and 7.6 mA (top row), 270 V and 6.0 mA (middle row), and

261 V and 2.9 mA (bottom row). The gap length is 2 mm and

FIG. 1. Schematic of the discharge geometry, magnetic field, and optical

diagnostics.

FIG. 2. Three sequences of images of the 150 mTorr argon plasma with a

2 mm gap captured with a high speed camera. Waves (m¼ 3–5) are propa-

gating clockwise, opposite the ~E � ~B direction. The images are normalized

to the strongest intensity in each frame. Error in scale between figures might

be up to 5%.

FIG. 3. A comparison of the measured mode frequencies (symbols) to those

predicted by the analysis (lines) as a function of experimental discharge

voltage (lower abscissa) and modeled voltage “hump” E0Ln due to field re-

versal (upper abscissa). The scales are matched assuming a 12 V voltage

hump when the discharge voltage is 261 V.
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the images are acquired 0.5 ls apart. The single frame inte-

gration time (gate width) is 0.75 ls for the 274 V and 270 V

cases, and 1 ls for the 261 V case. These integration times

provide favorable signal to noise characteristics but do tend

to smear the azimuthal structures depicted. Each image in

Fig. 2 spans a field of 9.6 mm� 9.6 mm, or 1.5� 105 pixels.

The images are smoothed over the 8 nearest neighboring pix-

els to remove pixel-to-pixel variations in sensitivity. We

observe three mode numbers in the images, ranging from

m¼ 3 to 5, and have confirmed the mode number and propa-

gation direction by reducing the exposure time to 0.1 ls (not

shown). The mode number decreases with increasing dis-

charge voltage and the structures propagate in the �~E � ~B
direction (clockwise in the images; ~E is defined as the

imposed field).

The frequencies of the waves extracted from the high-

speed images are shown as symbols in Fig. 3. For fluctua-

tions with the same azimuthal wavelength (mode number),

the frequency decreases with increasing voltage. As the volt-

age increases beyond some critical value, a mode transition

to longer wavelengths occurs and the frequency abruptly

increases. The simultaneous jump in frequency and wave-

length (reduced mode number, m) indicates a substantial

increase in the wave’s phase velocity.

We interpret these data using gradient-driven drift theo-

ries proposed in Refs. 22 and 31. The analysis considers a

two-dimensional, two-fluid model where the ions are non-

magnetized and electrons are strongly magnetized. We

unfold the annular geometry onto a Cartesian coordinate sys-

tem with an electric field E0 oriented along the discharge

axis (x̂-direction, positive from anode to cathode), and a

magnetic field B0 taken primarily along the ẑ-direction (radi-

ally outwards). The background plasma (assumed uniform in

the ŷ-direction) contains plasma density (n0) and magnetic

field gradients along the x̂-direction, as illustrated qualita-

tively in Fig. 4. We presume that the strongest ionization and

emission occur just beyond the cathode fall, where plasma

density gradients near the anode produce a field reversal,

E0< 0, driving ions towards the anode. An analogous reverse

ion migration was measured by laser induced fluorescence in

the near anode region of Hall thrusters.9

As described in Refs. 22 and 31, linearized species con-

tinuity and momentum equations for the plasma constituent

number densities and velocities are subject to Fourier pertur-

bations to describe the dispersion conditions for wave

propagation. The quiescent plasma electrons experience dia-

magnetic (isothermal) and ~E � ~B drifts, respectively,

~veD � �
kTe

eB0

1

n0

dn0

dx
ŷ ¼ � kTe

eB0

1

Ln
ŷ; (1)

~veE�B � �
E0

B0

ŷ: (2)

Here, e is the electron charge, k is Boltzmann’s constant, and

Te is the electron temperature. When substituted into the

electron continuity equation, these drifts result in an equation

for the evolution of the electron density that accounts for

magnetic field compressibility23

@ne

@t
þ~veD �rne� 2ne ~veDþ~veE�Bð Þ � r ln ~B0 þ

@

@z
ne�ezð Þ ¼ 0:

(3)

This equation differs from that in Ref. 31 by the last term,

which describes diffusion along the magnetic field lines. As

in Ref. 23, we assume electron/ion collisionality along the

B-parallel (�ẑ-direction) only. Invoking quasi-neutrality, the

electrons and ions diffuse together with a ẑ-directed flux,

Ce;iz ¼ DA@ne=@z. Here, DA ¼ kTe=mi�i is the ambipolar

diffusion coefficient, mi is the ion mass, and �i is the ion mo-

mentum transfer collision frequency estimated from the ion

drift velocities compiled by Hornbeck.36

By assuming small perturbations of the form

n ¼ ~n exp ½iðkxxþ kyyþ kzz� xtÞ�, the linearized equations

give rise to the following dispersion relation for the fre-

quency (x) dependence on wavenumber components perpen-

dicular to B0 (k?) and parallel to E0 (kx)

x2 � 2kxvi0 þ
k2
?c2

s

x	 � xD

� �
xþ k2

xv
2
i0

þ k2
?c2

s x0 þ xDð Þ
x	 � xD

� i
k2
?c2

s�c

x	 � xD

¼ 0: (4)

Here, cs ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kTe=mi

p
is the ion acoustic speed, vi0 is the ion

drift velocity due to the external electric field, �c ¼ k2
z DA is

a collisional dissipation rate, x	 ¼ kyveD; x0 ¼ kyvE�B, and

xD ¼ �ð2kTe=eB0LBÞŷ.

In the absence of the diffusive term, the dispersion will

have identical characteristics to that derived in Ref. 31, and,

with E0 (and vi0)< 0, the region of instability has a distinct

long wavelength cutoff that depends on background plasma

conditions. We calculate the predicted growth rate of the unsta-

ble branch (imaginary component of the dispersion solution

assuming real wavenumbers) using plausible experimental con-

ditions—E0 ¼ �11:6 kV=m; Ln ¼ 2 mm ðE0Ln ¼ �23:1 VÞ;
LB ¼ 0:5 mm; kTe ¼ 3:1 eV; B0 ¼ 0:6 T; kx ¼ 7:0 mm�1;
kz ¼ 2:5 mm�1, and vi0¼ –933 m/s—and plot the result as the

solid line in Fig. 5(a). The maximum growth rate is some-

where between m¼ 3 and m¼ 4, and increasing the electric

field shifts the cutoff and peak towards longer wavelengths.

Including the diffusive term (using �i¼ 5� 107 s�1) modifies

the growth rate, extending the region of instability beyond

the original cutoff (see the dotted line in Fig. 5(a)). As the

discharge voltage increases, we expect an active m¼ 4 mode

until the peak growth rate passes a critical value, triggering a

FIG. 4. Illustration of the assumed plasma structure within the discharge for

the gradient-drift model.
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mode transition to m¼ 3. The variation in the peak growth

rate with electric field is shown in Fig. 5(b). When increasing

the field, we assume a simple scaling that kTe�E0 and

vi0 � E
1=2
0 .

The real component of the frequencies of the unstable

root tends to decrease with increased electric field while

within the range of instability for any single mode. As illus-

trated by the solid lines in Fig. 3, once a new mode is pre-

ferred (higher m for voltage increases), a jump in frequency is

predicted. To compare the experiments with the model, we

have assumed that a 12 V voltage “hump” (E0Ln) is generated

when the discharge voltage is 261 V. No other adjustments

are made to the predicted dispersion. The values chosen for

various plasma parameters are the same as those listed above

and used in Fig. 5. Agreement with experiments is good, con-

sidering the uncertainties in the properties used as base condi-

tions. A model tested without including the diffusive terms in

Eqs. (3) and (4) fails to achieve such an agreement.

The microdischarge studied here is an excellent test bed

for understanding gradient-driven instabilities in cross-field

discharges. The observed mode transitions are distinct,

coherent, and reproducible. A simple theory for the disper-

sion of these gradient-driven drift waves seems to describe

these instabilities quite well. The success of the model rests

heavily on the presumption of a field reversal, generating a

voltage “hump” that drives a reverse (anode-directed) ion

flow, and future experiments will seek confirmation of such

a structure.
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